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Recent data point to the leading role of heterochromatin in genome maintenance, highlighting the attractions between

heterochromatic regions as being central to phase separation of the active and inactive chromatin domains. The three

main properties of heterochromatin—the position silencing effect on transcription, stickiness, and flexible rigidity are

important for its network formation.
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1. Introduction

The DNA linear sequence code represents only the most basic principle of gene regulation. In 1944, Erwin Schrödinger

(one of the founders of quantum mechanics and Physics Nobel Prize winner of 1933) published his famous lecture “What

is life?” . He proposed that DNA may possess the features of aperiodic crystal and use spatial organization as one of the

regulatory elements. The physical features of heterochromatin composed of repeated short nucleotide sequences

(satellite DNA) may confer the specificity to provide a gene with “a chromosomal address” . In turn, Ilya Prigogine,

another Nobel prize winner in chemistry 1977, formulated that any living dissipative system undergoing exchange of

matter and energy with the environment is a subject of structured attenuated oscillations .Thus, the 3D nuclear

organization experiences transcriptional oscillations coordinating its function and scaling many orders of magnitude,

including cell–cell interaction . At a very coarse grain, we can imagine such oscillations as a biphasic interchange of

chromatin compartments between active euchromatin and inactive heterochromatin compartment . Although the

dominating view in the last decade was that the euchromatin and heterochromatin compartments behave as relatively

independent self-organized crowded fluids, some recent data still point to the leading role of heterochromatin in genome

maintenance, highlighting the attractions between heterochromatic regions as being central to phase separation of the

active and inactive chromatin domains . Recent experiments have shown that heterochromatin and bound HP1 protein

undergo liquid-liquid phase separation, while euchromatin does not . In  it was revealed that condensed chromatin

exists in a solid-like state whose properties resist external forces and create an elastic gel providing a scaffold that

supports liquid-liquid phase separation of chromatin binding proteins. The physical features of constitutive

heterochromatin, namely the regular structure, condensation, and positioning of nucleosomes, are conformed by a set of

associated chromosomal proteins, including subcompartmentation by CTCF and cohesin,  which also depend

evolutionarily on condensin II.

The properties of herochromatin are consistent with the earlier ideas that its topology, in terms of the sum of its position-

cis-silencing effects on transcription, can provide the 3D “genome active space” in addition to the DNA gene-coding

function, “the morphogenic function” —a source of positional information necessary for the whole genome regulation

. In the recent publication , we were able to link the timing of structural bursting of pericentromere-associated

domains (PADs) with the large-scale activation of gene expression occurring by critical self-organization in cancer cells

coinciding with biphasic activation of bivalent stress-response genes of the FOS family in the differentiation commitment

model. Loss of the heterochromatin silencing threshold by splitting PAD clusters leading to the documented massive

unfolding of euchromatin, was suggested as the first step for genome repatterning. The discovered basic features of

PADs, converting the same amount of constitutive heterochromatin by fusing-splitting within the constraint of cell nucleus

volume, suggests their involvement in the supra-chromosomal network as one of the most promising structural candidates

supporting chromatin driving gradients and transcriptional pulsing by bursting synchronization .

The mesoscopic approach to the description of complex systems is guided by unveiling the presence of “organization

principles”. Its main peculiarity is the independence from the detailed knowledge of the basic bricks of the system and the

emergence of relevant features from the correlation structure of the studied phenomenon, where “all the entities can be

considered as networks of interacting parts”. Here, we will follow this approach to individuate (besides a detailed

molecular-level mechanistic approach) some basic pillars of the supra-chromosome wiring structure.
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2. Flexible Heterochromatin, Transcription Regulation, and Related
Mechanobiology of the Actomyosin Network

The mechanobiology of transcription and transcriptional pulsing itself. EM studies of speckles (also called interchromatin

granule clusters) examined in very active cancer cells revealed their direct link to both perinucleolar and perinuclear

heterochromatin. Suppression of rRNA synthesis by AcD provoked the radial-concentric organization of the main

components involved in transcription machinery, with heterochromatin disclosing a spatial link between rRNA and mRNA

synthesis and processing events. The situation with low AcD mimics a return phase of transcriptional pulsing.

An actomyosin-based cytoskeleton using ATP energy plays a role in heterochromatin segregation and the organization of

specific heterochromatin compartments: β-actin deficient cells exhibit changes in the spatial organization of

H3K9Me3/HP1α—positive heterochromatin . At the same time, one of the primary functions of the elastic nuclear

actomyosin network is to maintain a chromatin landscape compatible with transcription . How are these two functions

coupled through the putative nuclear heterochromatin network?

The involvement of fibrillar nuclear actin (F-actin) in the activation and process of transcription with all three RNA

polymerases is well-established . Upon serum stimulation of transcription, F-actin is seen accumulating in the

nucleolus, transcription fabrics, and at the nuclear envelope outlining the route of the transcription conveyor. Nuclear actin

and the motor of actin, nuclear myosin (NM1), are required for RNA polymerase I transcription of rRNA. Under AcD action,

NM1 is transferred into the nucleolus, likely favouring the contraction of NORs.

Actin is part of pre-initiation complexes and is necessary for transcription by RNA polymerase II; it is involved both in the

initiation and elongation of transcription, acting through ribonucleoprotein interactions and the chromatin remodelling, but

also interacting with pure DNA . NM1-F-actin polymerizing complex activating Pol II needs the binding of bipolar

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate and adapting by its disordered protein domain, which also enables liquid phase

separation of nuclear speckles . The role of speckles in the amplification of gene expression was recently stressed.

NM1 interacts with rRNA transcription initiation factor TIF-IA, which brings actin and NM1 in close proximity with each

other. It thus provides feedback with the nucleolus sensing the cell environment, starting transcription pulsing aided by

actomyosin. These studies show that the regulation of transcription is structured. At the same time, the process itself

creates the assisting nucleoskeleton dynamic framework.

The involvement in RNA transcription of actomyosin activity of nuclear speckles, their phase separation, their anchoring to

the perinucleolar and perinuclear heterochromatin, as well as their spring-like morphology, visualized by EM (Figure 1a,b),

is apparent.
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Figure 1. The speckles acting as radial spring pumps anchored between the nucleolar and perinuclear flexibly rigid

heterochromatin shells and equipped by elastic actomyosin elements integrate the radial-concentric nuclear order for

transcription pulsing. (a,b) EM thin sections of rat ascitic Zajdela hepatoma cells: (a) The links of the speckle (ICG) to the

perinucleolar and perinuclear heterochromatin (arrows), Nl—nucleolus; (b) the view of the radial-concentric speckle

substructure as revealed on shortly cold-PF-prefixed cells after short DNAse I treatment with 4.5 mM MgCl  in phosphate

buffer/sucrose before dehydration and epoxy-embedment (conventional contrasting). ICG—speckle, HR—

heterochromatin, Nl—nucleolus. Republished from . (c) The representative image of the circular-radial self-organization

of F-actin filaments (stained by phalloidin) of human foreskin fibroblasts, structured soon after seeding on isotropic

substrate; from . (d) Schematic of the functional transcriptional relay in its relationship with speckles and the concentric

rings of the nucleolar and perinuclear heterochromatin shells, deduced from experiments with suppression of RNA

synthesis and the literature on the participation of the nuclear cytoskeleton in it. Modified from .

It presumes that radial nuclear order is much dependent on the speckle springy traction of the nucleolar and nuclear RNA

synthesis conveyor between the perinucleolar and perinuclear heterochromatin stiffly bending concentric rings. Release of

the connection to nuclear lamin contracts the system inside the cell nucleus and exposes its radial-concentric character.

When nuclear synthesis has been fully suppressed, both anchors of speckles to the perinucleolar and perinuclear

constraints are released and the radial-concentric order is dispensed. Thus, nuclear speckles, postulated as a structure

integrating the whole process of transcription  seem indeed capable of executing it through transcription pulsing of the

heterochromatin network united with the actomyosin network which, in its turn, also follows and supports its radial-

concentric character.

3. Nucleolar Pulsing and Nucleolus-Associated Domains (NADs)

Balbiani (1864) was the first who discovered vacuoles and their discharge from the nucleolus in active cells and called the

nucleolus the “heart of the cell”. Nucleolar pulsing was also described in plants, associated with transcriptional activity and

in mouse oocytes with particularly high synthesis of rRNA. Pulsation of nucleolar rRNA synthesis was also revealed using

confocal Raman microspectroscopy and pulsation and coalescence of human nucleoli were registered in living cells .

In  the authors suggest that observation of the nucleolus pulsing may reflect cycling in the assembly and disassembly of

active chromatin structure in and/or around rDNA genes.

In this connection, the question arises whether the emergence of function in transcription alveoli may be associated with

nucleolus-associated domains (NADs). rDNAs are the most abundant genes, and the stability of the rDNA cluster was

considered a key element of genome maintenance.

NADs are defined as genomic regions enriched at the nucleolar periphery in interphase cells . In addition to the

nucleolar organizers (NORs) in five acrocentric chromosome pairs of the human genome, when using deep sequencing of

chromatin associated with biochemically purified nucleoli in Hi-C and other labelling methods, it was revealed that specific

chromatin domains from most human chromosomes may associate with nucleoli . The NADs comprising 38% of the

human genome contain rDNA sequences and H3K9me3-enriched heterochromatin associated with a-satellite DNA and

centromeres . The most recent data on NADs in mouse embryonic stem cells and fibroblasts, besides a large NADs

subset overlapping with lamina-associated domains (LADs), revealed a subset of smaller NADs free from binding to

nuclear lamina — corresponding more dynamic chromocenters with higher gene density, including developmental and

differentiation genes . Nucleoli in G1 cells are very dynamic—fusing and splitting; the reiterated ribosomal DNA

sequences are also easily amplified and highly variable in size, flexibly adapting to cell needs, and are the first undergoing

replication stress during genome instability and cell senescence.

In any case, the available molecular and morphological data indicate that most NADs are associated with PADs, and this

link can be hypothesized to play a role in the formation of functional alveoli and scale-free transcriptional pulsing of their

mutual network coordinating rRNA and mRNA synthesis in the radially directed relay. Therefore, we should shortly review

some data on transcriptional pulsing.

4. Transcriptional Pulsing and Synchronization in a Cell Population

Transcriptional bursting, also known as transcriptional pulsing, is a fundamental property of genes, which have been

observed in diverse organisms, from bacteria to mammals . The burst frequency is primarily encoded in enhancers, and

burst size in core promoters, while cell type-specific gene expression is primarily shaped by changes in burst

frequencies . Cultured cells display cell cycle-independent collective dynamics of gene transcription fluctuations with a

period of 20–40 min . The stress response of Zaidela ascites carcinoma cells (washed and incubated in PBS in a
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plugged vial), seen as a few ~90 min collective waves of mRNA synthesis increased up to two to three times, was

registered along with a bi-stable switch for the increased superhelicity of DNA opposed by the emergence and subsequent

repair of DNA single-strand-breaks; these oscillations further faded and led to cell death .

The sense of radial-circular nuclear organization for transcriptional pulsing is not only in the structural conveyor

coordinating the production of pre-ribosomes with the synthesis and maturation of It means feedback from sensing the

environment and cell community which, in case of life threat (and likely, in reprogramming), can become synchronised. In

other words—it is an element of explorative adaptation requiring the system to act as a whole. But the question remains,

how does this self-organising dynamicity fit with the robust regulation of gene expression in tissue differentiation  and,

ultimately, how is the tissue-specific code established and read?
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